NF-B signaling is critical to the survival and transformation of cells infected by the human gammaherpesviruses Epstein-Barr virus and Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus. Here we have examined how elimination of the NF-B transcription factor p50 from mice affects the life cycle of murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (MHV68). Notably, mice lacking p50 in every cell type were unable to establish a sufficiently robust immune response to control MHV68 infection, leading to high levels of latently infected B cells detected in the spleen and persistent virus replication in the lungs. The latter correlated with very low levels of virus-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) in the infected p50 ؊/؊ mice at day 48 postinfection. Because the confounding impact of the loss of p50 on the host response to MHV68 infection prevented a direct analysis of the role of this NF-B family member on MHV68 latency in B cells, we generated and infected mixed p50 ؉/؉ /p50 ؊/؊ bone marrow chimeric mice. We show that the chimeric mice were able to control acute virus replication and exhibited normal levels of virus-specific IgG at 3 months postinfection, indicating the induction of a normal host immune response to MHV68 infection. However, in p50 ؉/؉ /p50 ؊/؊ chimeric mice the p50 ؊/؊ B cells exhibited a significant defect compared to p50 ؉/؉ B cells in supporting MHV68 latency. In addition to identifying a role for p50 in the establishment of latency, we determined that the absence of p50 in a subset of the hematopoietic compartment led to persistent virus replication in the lungs of the chimeric mice, providing evidence that p50 is required for controlling virus reactivation. Taken together, these data demonstrate that p50 is required for immune control by the host and has distinct tissue-dependent roles in the regulation of murine gammaherpesvirus latency during chronic infection.
Murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (MHV68) is a natural pathogen of rodents and shares many biologic properties with the human pathogens Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV). As a gammaherpesvirus, MHV68 is lymphotropic and is associated with pathologies and neoplasia that increase upon loss of host immune control (21, 56, 75) . Chronic infection with MHV68 initiates with an acute productive phase of infection and dissemination to secondary lymphoid tissues, leading to the establishment of a quiescent latent virus program in B cells and ultimately memory B cells, with intermittent reactivation events that are controlled by the immune system (27, 56, 87) . The genetic tractability of MHV68 and the murine host permit a molecular dissection of key factors and signaling pathways required for chronic infection by the virus, in addition to those processes utilized for immune control by the host (29) . NF-B signaling is one host pathway that is utilized by gammaherpesviruses to promote latency and cell survival (8, 18, 40, 65) .
Gammaherpesviruses encode numerous gene products that hijack NF-B signaling by distinct mechanisms to regulate virus and host gene expression, which in turn promote virus latency and the survival, proliferation, and transformation of infected cells (18, 40, 65) . Latent membrane protein 1 of EBV is thought to mimic the function of a constitutively active CD40 receptor, activating NF-B signaling pathways to promote both survival and proliferation of newly infected B cells (35, 62, 77) . The KSHV viral-flice inhibitory protein (vFLIP) induces NF-B-mediated upregulation of antiapoptotic genes and interleukin-6 (IL-6), driving cell survival and proliferation of lymphoma cells (1, 14, 39) . The viral G protein-coupled receptor (vGPCR) of KSHV constitutively activates NF-B to upregulate angiogenic and proinflammatory factors (3, 51, 69, 80) . KSHV vFLIP and vGPCR expression in endothelial cells induces the hallmark spindle-cell morphology of KS tumors (37, 41, 52) . Although not constitutively active, the MHV68 vGPCR activates NF-B, AKT, and p44/p42 mitogen-activated protein kinase in response to the chemokines GRO␣, IL-8, KC, and MIP-2 (81) . The MHV68 vGPCR is required for KC-mediated inhibition of MHV68 lytic replication in culture and influences virus reactivation from latency (47, 53, 81) . Notably, pharmacologic inhibitors of NF-B activation induce apoptosis of KSHV-positive (KSHV ϩ ) and EBV ϩ lymphomas in culture and delay tumor progression of EBV ϩ and KSHV ϩ lymphomas in mice, suggesting that the NF-B pathway may be a good therapeutic target for the elimination of gammaherpesvirus-associated lymphomas (43, 44, 92) . However, the roles of NF-B signaling and the impact of NF-B inhibition during chronic gammaherpesvirus infection in a natural host setting have not been clearly defined. MHV68 is detected in proliferating, germinal center B cells at the peak of splenic expansion and is found in isotype classswitched memory B cells at late times postinfection (27, 50, 55, 87) . We previously reported the generation of a recombinant MHV68 (MHV68-IB␣M) that expresses a mutant form of IB␣ (IB␣M) that potently blocks activation of NF-B mediated through the canonical activation pathway (46) . Notably, we observed that IB␣M expression did not affect acute replication in the lungs upon intranasal infection. However, in vivo inhibition of NF-B activation substantially reduced the establishment of latency in B cells (46) . This is consistent with analyses of other upstream signaling molecules that feed into the canonical and alternative NF-B activation pathways; B cells that lack the Toll-like receptor-responsive MyD88 and the B-cell costimulatory membrane protein CD40 are also defective reservoirs for latency in vivo (33, 45, 88) . Taking the findings together, NF-B signaling appears to be a key host determinant in the establishment and maintenance of MHV68 latency, yet the roles of individual NF-B subunits and their impact on viral and cellular gene expression in the context of virus infection have not been determined.
The NF-B family of transcription factors is comprised of five subunits, NF-B1 (p105/p50), NF-B2 (p105/p52), p65/ RelA, cRel, and RelB, that form dimers and bind recognition sequences in the promoter regions of genes critical to many aspects of development, inflammation, cell growth, and survival (58) . B cells, the primary reservoir for gammaherpesvirus latency, utilize two pathways of NF-B activation to drive transcriptional events that mediate maturation, response to infection, upregulation of gene products essential for proliferation, protection from apoptosis, and isotype class switching during germinal center reactions (5, 25, 38) . In the canonical pathway, engagement of the B-cell receptor, as well as Toll-like receptor ligands and proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., tumor necrosis factor alpha [TNF-␣] and IL-1␤), leads to the activation of the IKK kinase complex IKK1/IKK2/NEMO, degradation of IB␣, and nuclear translocation of NF-B dimers (most commonly p50-p65). The alternative pathway of NF-B activation in B cells initiates with surface receptor engagement of BAFF or CD40 to activate NIK and IKK1-mediated proteolysis of p100 to p52 and subsequent nuclear translocation of p52-containing dimers (6, 16, 17, 42) .
NF-B1 encodes the inactive precursor molecule p105, which is constitutively processed to p50 by the proteasome (54) . NF-B p50 lacks a transactivation domain, and thus its function as an activator or repressor of transcription depends largely on heterodimerization with other NF-B subunits and interactions with cofactors (59, 91) . NF-B1 p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice generate typical numbers of lymphocytes and form germinal centers, but they have functional defects in the B-cell compartment (60, 70) . B cells lacking p50 proliferate normally in response to surface immunoglobulin cross-linking and membrane-bound CD40L, but they fail to respond to the mitogens lipopolysaccharide and soluble CD40L (72) . NF-B1 p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice have a substantial reduction in the generation of isotype class-switched immunoglobulin responses to T-dependent antigens (60, 70, 72) . The infection of NF-B p50
Ϫ/Ϫ mice with pathogens can result in heightened or decreased pathology, investigations of which have led to the identification of organand cell type-specific roles for NF-B in the protection from apoptosis and the generation of innate and adaptive host immune responses (5, 58, 59, 70) .
Here we report a further examination of the role of NF-B signaling during chronic gammaherpesvirus infection, initially through the identification of NF-B subunits that are activated during productive versus latent MHV68 infection. These analyses led to examining the role of p50 in vivo, which determined that this NF-B family member plays distinct roles in the host response, as well as in regulating the establishment and maintenance of gammaherpesvirus latency.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and tissue culture. ␥HV68/MHV68 WUMS (ATCC VR1465) was the wild-type (WT) virus. Virus passage and titer determination were performed as previously described (84) . In addition, a recombinant MHV68, MHV68-eYFP, which contains a cytomegalovirus (CMV)-driven enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP) expression construct flanked by a chromatin insulator element isolated from the major histocompatibility complex class II locus (49) that was cloned into the PmlI site of the 27-29B intergenic region of MHV68 to generate MHV68-eYFP, was used in some studies (C. Collins, J. M. Boss, and S. H. Speck, unpublished results). YFP expression could be detected in splenocytes of infected mice between 14 and 18 days postinfection (dpi) at frequencies similar to those determined by limiting-dilution nested PCR (Collins et al., unpublished results). NIH 3T12 cells and mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10 U of penicillin per ml, 10 g of streptomycin per ml, 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), and 2 mM L-glutamate (cMEM). S11 MHV68 ϩ lymphoma cells were maintained in RPMI supplemented with 100 U of penicillin per ml, 100 mg of streptomycin per ml, 10% FCS, and 50 M beta-mercaptoethanol. Cells were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO 2 environment. MEF cells were prepared as previously described (61) from NF-B1 p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and the control mice on both 129 ϫ C57BL/6 and C57BL/6 backgrounds (strain information is described below).
Mice, infections, and organ harvests. NF-B1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice on two genetic backgrounds were acquired from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME): NF-B1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice on a 129 ϫ B6 genetic background (B6;129P-Nfkb1 tm1Bal /J, catalog no. 00284) and control B6129PF2/J mice (catalog no. 100903); and NF-B1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice on a BL6 background (B6.Cg-Nfkb1tm1Bal/J, catalog no. 006097) and control C57BL/6J mice (catalog no. 000664). Mice were housed in the Whitehead Vivarium of Emory University in accordance with federal and university guidelines. The p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and the control mice were bred and housed under identical conditions in static, microisolator cages with autoclaved water and food. The bone marrow (BM) chimeras were also maintained in sterile conditions throughout the experiments. All protocols for animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Emory University.
Mice were placed under isofluorane anesthesia prior to intranasal inoculation with 100 PFU or 1,000 PFU of virus in 20 l of cMEM. For the global p50 Ϫ/Ϫ experiments, mice were used at between 2 and 4 months of age. For the BM chimera experiments, mice were generally 4 months of age at the time of infection. Mice were sacrificed by use of isofluorane or carbon dioxide. Spleens were harvested into cMEM, homogenized, and filtered through a 100-m-pore-size nylon cell strainer (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Erythrocytes were removed with red blood cell lysis buffer (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Except where indicated, pooled splenocytes from three to five mice were used in all experiments. Whole lungs or specific lobes of lung tissue were harvested and immediately frozen in cMEM at Ϫ80°C. Blood was acquired by a retro-orbital bleed, and the serum was isolated and stored at Ϫ80°C.
Generation of NF-B1 mixed BM chimeric mice. B6.SJL-Ptprc a Pep b /BoyJ WT (Ly5.1) mice (catalog no. 002014; The Jackson Laboratory) were lethally irradiated (950 rads) with two doses of 475 rads at a 20-h interval and reconstituted with BM from both p50 ϩ/ϩ (Ly5.1ϩ) and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ (Ly5.2ϩ, B6.CgNfkb1tm1Bal/J) mice. BM cells were flushed from femurs, depleted of red blood cells, and mixed. Recipient mice (Ly5.1) were anesthetized with 2,2,2-tribromoethanol, and a total of 1.4 ϫ 10 7 to 2 ϫ 10 7 cells in 100 l phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were injected intraocularly. Mice were rested for 8 weeks to allow for reconstitution, which was confirmed by flow cytometry analysis of peripheral blood lymphocytes, before MHV68 infection. Chimeric mice received neomycin and polymyxin B (Sigma-Aldrich) in acidified drinking water until reconstitution was confirmed.
Plaque assays. Plaque assays were performed as previously described (15) , with minor modifications. NIH 3T12 cells were plated in six-well pates 1 day prior to infection at 2 ϫ 10 5 cells per well. Organs were subjected to four rounds of mechanical disruption of 1 min each using 1.0-mm zirconia/silica beads (Biospec Products, Bartsville, OK) in a Mini-Beadbeater-8 (Biospec Products with vigorous shaking at 4°C. The supernatant collected after centrifugation at 10,000 ϫ g for 10 min at 4°C was the nuclear extract.
Nuclear extracts were assayed for NF-B activation by electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). A 2.5-to 7.5-g amount of nuclear extract was incubated with a 32 P-labeled oligonucleotide containing the NF-B consensus site, AGTT GAGGGGACTTTCCCAGGC, in a binding reaction mixture containing 2 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 0.05% Triton X-100, 5% glycerol, and 2 g poly(dI-dC) (Roche) for 30 min at room temperature. Competition experiments were performed with 20-and 100-fold molar excesses of unlabeled oligonucleotides containing the WT or mutated NF-B consensus site (AGTT GAGGCGACTTTCCCAGGC). Supershift experiments were performed by overnight incubation of nuclear extracts with 0.2 to 4.0 g of antibodies against NF-B subunits (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) at 4°C. Nucleoprotein complexes were subjected to electrophoresis in 5% native polyacrylamide gels at 180 V, dried under vacuum, and analyzed by phosphorimager analysis (Typhoon 9410; Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).
Magnetic cell separation. Murine B cells were isolated by depletion of non-B cells using a B-cell isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Cologne, Germany) per the manufacturer's recommendations. Briefly, cells were resuspended at 2 ϫ 10 8 cells/ml in 1ϫ PBS containing 0.5% FCS, followed by staining with Fc block (0.125 g/10 6 cells) on ice for 15 min. Cells were labeled with biotin-antibody cocktail (biotin-conjugated antibodies against CD43, CD4, and Ter-119) at 10 l per 1 ϫ 10 7 cells for 15 min on ice, followed by staining with antibiotin microbeads at 20 l per 1 ϫ 10 7 cells for 15 min on ice. Cells were washed twice with PBS containing 0.5% FCS and subjected to magnetic separation using the autoMACS (Miltenyi Biotec, Cologne, Germany). Following separation, stained cell populations were analyzed by flow cytometry as described below.
Flow cytometry. Cells resuspended in PBS supplemented with 2% FCS were stained for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) using a combination of the following antibodies: R-phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated antibodies to CD19, CD95, CD44, and immunoglobulin D (IgD); fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated antibodies to GL7, V␤4, Ly5.1/CD45.1, IgG 1 , IgG 2a/2b , and IgG 3 ; allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated antibodies to CD19, CD62L, Ly5.2/CD45.2, and Ly5.1; PE-Cy7-conjugated antibodies to CD95 and CD69; Pacific Blueconjugated antibody to CD8; and peridinin chlorophyll protein-Cy5.5-conjugated antibody to Ly5.2/CD45.2. Rat anti-mouse CD16/CD32 (Fc block) was used to block Fc receptors prior to staining. All reagents were obtained from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA) and EBioscience (San Diego, CA).
For FACS, cells were resuspended at 2 ϫ 10 7 cells per ml and incubated for 30 min on ice in PBS containing 1% FCS and Fc block. Cells were stained with PEand FITC-conjugated antibodies at 5 l per 1 ϫ 10 7 cells by incubation for 30 min on ice in the dark. Cells were washed twice with PBS containing 1% FCS and resuspended at 1 ϫ 10 8 cells/ml. Stained cell populations were acquired using a FACSvantage instrument (BD Biosciences). Sorted and unsorted cell populations were resuspended in cMEM supplemented with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide and stored at Ϫ80°C for limiting-dilution PCR analyses or in cMEM at 4°C for limiting-dilution ex vivo reactivation analyses as described below.
For flow cytometry analysis, cells were resuspended at 1 ϫ 10 6 cells per ml in PBS containing 2% FCS for 20 min on ice in the dark and stained with a 1:100 to 1:300 dilution of the conjugated antibody. Data was collected on an LSRII instrument (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software (Treestar, Ashland, Oregon).
Limiting-dilution nested-PCR detection of MHV68 genome-positive cells. Limiting-dilution analysis to determine the frequency of cells harboring the viral genome was performed using a single-copy-sensitive nested PCR assay amplifying a region of ORF50, as previously described (85) . Briefly, frozen samples were thawed, counted, resuspended in isotonic buffer, and plated in serial threefold dilutions in a background of 10 4 uninfected NIH 3T12 cells in 96-well plates (Eppendorf Scientific, Westbury, NY). Plates were covered with PCR foil (Eppendorf), and cells were lysed with proteinase K for 6 h at 56°C. Ten microliters of round 1 PCR mix was added to each well by foil puncture. Following firstround PCR, 10 l of round 2 PCR mix was added to each well by foil puncture, and samples were subjected to round 2 PCR. All cell lysis and PCR were performed on a PrimusHT thermal cycler (MWG Biotech, High Point, NC). Products were resolved by ethidium bromide staining on 2% agarose gels. Twelve PCRs were performed for each sample dilution, and a total of six dilutions were performed per sample. Every PCR plate contained control reactions (uninfected cells and 10 copies, 1 copy, and 0.1 copy of plasmid DNA in a background of 10 Limiting-dilution ex vivo reactivation analyses. Limiting-dilution analysis to determine the frequency of cells containing virus capable of reactivating from latency was performed as previously described (85, 86) . Briefly, bulk splenocytes or sorted cell populations were resuspended in cMEM and plated in serial twofold dilutions (starting with 10 5 cells) onto MEF monolayers in 96-well tissue culture plates. Twelve dilutions were plated per sample, and 24 wells were plated per dilution. Wells were scored for cytopathic effect (CPE) at 21 to 28 days postplating. To detect preformed infectious virus, parallel samples of mechanically disrupted cells were plated onto MEF monolayers. This process kills Ͼ99% of live cells, which allows preformed infectious virus to be discerned from virus reactivating from latently infected cells. Unless indicated otherwise, significant levels of preformed virus were not detected in these assays.
Limiting-dilution analysis of persistent viral replication in the lungs. Preformed infectious virus in the lungs was measured by a modified form of the limiting-dilution ex vivo reactivation assay described above. Briefly, the lower left lobe of the lung from each animal was subjected to four rounds of mechanical disruption of 1 min each using 1.0-mm zirconia/silica beads followed by an additional four rounds of disruption using 0.5-mm zirconia/silica beads (BioSpec Products, Bartlesville, OK). Disruption of cells was verified by trypan blue exclusion (Sigma). The homogenate was brought up to 3.4 ml with cMEM and plated in twofold serial dilutions onto MEFs in 96-well tissue culture plates. Twelve dilutions of 16 replicate wells were plated. CPE was monitored microscopically at 14 to 21 days postplating.
Antibody ELISAs. For MHV68-specific IgG assay, plates were first coated with a 1% final concentration of paraformaldehyde-fixed viral antigen for sample wells, with standard wells coated with a 2-g/ml concentration of donkey antimouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch) in coating buffer (0.1 M Na 2 CO 3 , 0.2% NaN 3 , pH 9.6), and incubated either at 37°C for 2 h or at 4°C overnight, and then plates were blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin in PBS and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. After washing of the plates with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) wash buffer (200 ml 10ϫ PBS, 1 ml Tween 20, H 2 O added to 2000 ml), serum samples or mouse IgG at a concentration of 1 g/ml (Jackson ImmunoResearch) was added to each well at a threefold dilution in ELISA diluent (BD Bioscience) and then incubated for 3 h at 37°C. Plates were then washed, and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch) was added at a 1:5,000 dilution and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. Plates were washed, and 100 l of 1:1 developer was added (BD Bioscience). The reaction was stopped after 10 min with 50 l stop solution (BD Bioscience), and plates were read on a microplate reader (Synergy HT; BioTek). The concentration of antibody in serum samples was determined by using a standard curve generated by threefold serial dilutions of standard in the same assay.
Statistical analyses. All data were analyzed by using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Titer data were statistically analyzed with the Mann-Whitney nonparametric, unpaired two-tailed t test. Based on the Poisson distribution, the frequencies of reactivation and viral genome-positive cells were obtained from the nonlinear regression fit of the data where the regression line intersected 63.2%. The frequencies of reactivation and genomepositive cells were statistically analyzed by unpaired two-tailed t test of the log 63.2% effective concentration.
RESULTS

Characterization of NF-B activation during infection.
The S11 cell line harbors MHV68 in a predominantly latent state (78) and was observed to have constitutive NF-B activation as assessed using an NF-B luciferase reporter assay (data not shown). To identify the NF-B subunits that are activated in this latently infected B-cell line, EMSAs were performed with nuclear extracts prepared from S11 cells cultured under normal growth conditions. Two distinct mobility shifts were evident upon incubation with a labeled oligonucleotide containing a consensus NF-B recognition sequence (Fig. 1A) . The addition of antibody against the NF-B subunit p50 largely resulted in an additional shift in the mobility of the lower complex. Antibody against c-Rel ablated detection of the upper complex, whether added alone or in combination with antibodies against p50 or p65. Taken together, these findings indicate that p50 and cRel are constitutively present in the nuclei of the latently MHV68-infected S11 B lymphoma cells.
We previously observed that MHV68 activates NF-B during virus replication in permissive murine fibroblasts (46) . To further examine the activation profile upon de novo infection of permissive cells, nuclear extracts were prepared from primary MEFs during a 24-h time course following infection at a high multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5 PFU per cell and analyzed for NF-B binding by EMSA. Low levels of NF-B activation were evident by 6 h postinfection, but robust activation was not observed until 12 to 24 h postinfection in MEF cultures (Fig. 1B) . Activation of NF-B was largely repressed upon the inhibition of viral DNA synthesis by phosphonoacetic acid, indicative of late lytic cycle activation of NF-B signaling in fibroblast cells by MHV68. Supershift analyses revealed that the NF-B complexes from the nuclear extracts of infected fibroblasts contained the p50 and p65/RelA and subunits, as seen upon treatment with TNF-␣ (Fig. 1C) . The NF-B-specific complex was also present in the nuclear extracts of an independent preparation of MHV68-infected control MEFs but was absent in the nuclear extracts of infected MEFs from p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice on the C57BL/6 genetic background that were prepared in parallel with control MEFs (Fig. 1C) . The p65/p50 heterodimer is consistent with a classical-pathway-mediated activation of NF-B during a post-DNA replication stage of MHV68 infection. Taken together, the gel shift analyses identified distinct NF-B complexes activated during latent infection and virus replication, with the p50 subunit being common to both.
Altered kinetics of establishment of MHV68 latency in the absence of NF-B p50. Based on the identification of p50 as a component of NF-B activation during MHV68 latency, we further characterized the role of p50 during MHV68 infection of mice. We first examined the ability of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice to control and clear acute MHV68 replication. Upon intranasal inoculation, the acute phase of MHV68 infection is characterized by lytic replication in the lung that is cleared from normal immunocompetent mice within 2 weeks. However, following intranasal infection of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice with 100 PFU of WT MHV68, ca. 10-and 100-fold-higher levels of virus replication in the lungs were observed compared to that in control mice at 9 and 12 dpi, respectively ( Fig. 2A) . However, by 17 dpi, both control and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice had cleared MHV68 from the lungs as assessed using a standard plaque assay ( Fig. 2A) . Notably, our previous investigation of the role of NF-B signaling during MHV68 infection, utilizing a recombinant MHV68 that expresses the NF-B superrepressor IB␣M under the control of the CMV immediate-early promoter (MHV68-IB␣M), de- Ϫ/Ϫ (B6;129P) mice were infected with 100 PFU. On the indicated dpi, lungs were harvested and disrupted, and titers were determined on NIH 3T12 fibroblasts. The data were compiled from one or two experiments with three to five mice analyzed per experiment. Data are shown as log 10 titer, and the bar indicates the geometric mean titer. The dashed line indicates the limit of detection of this assay as log 10 1.7 or 50 PFU/ml of sample homogenate. Significant differences between CTRL and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 9 dpi (P ϭ 0.0060) and 12 dpi (P Ͻ 0.0001) were identified. (B) Multistep growth curve in MEFs isolated from CTRL or p50
Ϫ/Ϫ mice infected with an MOI of 0.001 PFU per cell. Samples were harvested at the indicated time points, and titers were determined on NIH 3T12 cells. (C and D) Frequency of splenocytes harboring viral genomes. Splenocytes were harvested from control mice (CTRL, B6) or NF-B1 p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (B6) at the indicated dpi with 100 PFU of WT MHV68. Limiting-dilution viral genome PCR analysis was utilized to determine the frequency of latency for CTRL mice and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 18 dpi (1/425 and 1/5,066, respectively; P ϭ 0.0378) and 28 to 29 dpi (1/1,847 and 1/71, respectively). (E and F) Frequency of splenocytes reactivating virus. Splenocytes were harvested from control mice (CTRL, B6) or NF-B1 p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (p50 Ϫ/Ϫ , B6) at the indicated dpi with 100 PFU of WT MHV68. Limiting-dilution reactivation analysis was utilized to determine the frequency of ex vivo reactivation for CTRL mice and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 18 dpi (1/6,161 and 1/82,514, respectively; P Ͻ 0.0001) and 28 to 29 dpi (1/18,784 and Ͻ1/100,000, respectively). In parallel, as indicated by the open symbols, mechanically disrupted cells were plated to detect the presence of preformed infectious virus. For both limiting-dilution assays, curve fit lines were derived from nonlinear regression analysis, and symbols represent the mean percentage of wells positive for virus (viral DNA or CPE) Ϯ the standard error of the mean. The dotted line represents 63.2%, from which the frequency of viral genome-positive cells or the frequency of cells reactivating virus was calculated based on the Poisson distribution. The data shown represent at least two independent experiments with spleen cells pooled from three to five mice per experimental group.
termined that NF-B activation was dispensable for virus replication in fibroblasts and in the lungs of mice (46) . In addition, the recombinant MHV68-IB␣M did not exhibit a replication defect in SVEC 4-10 murine endothelial cells or RLE-6TN rat lung epithelial cells (data not shown). However, this approach did not address NF-B-dependent roles during the earliest stages of infection prior to CMV immediate-early promoterdriven IB␣M expression.
To determine whether the complete absence of NF-B p50 affects the kinetics of MHV68 replication, multistep growth curves in primary WT and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs were performed. Following a low-MOI (0.001) infection, the kinetics of MHV68 replication in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs were very similar to that observed in control MEFs (Fig. 2B) . Therefore, based on the in vivo results previously obtained with the MHV68-IB␣M recombinant virus, coupled with the absence of an obvious replication defect in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs, it seems unlikely that the observed heightened levels of acute virus replication in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice are the consequence of p50 regulating MHV68 replication. Rather, these results suggest that the impact of the loss of p50 on the host immune response leads to an inability to efficiently control MHV68 replication.
We extended our analyses of MHV68 infection in p50
mice by examining latency in the spleen. At 18 dpi, the peak period of splenic latency in normal mice infected with 100 PFU of MHV68, there was a substantial, 12-fold defect in the establishment of latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to control mice (1/5,066 versus 1/425), despite increased levels of acute virus replication in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 9 and 12 dpi (Fig. 2C) . Using an ex vivo limiting-dilution reactivation assay, we observed a 13-fold defect in reactivation from latency at 18 dpi in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (1/82,514) compared to control C57BL/6 mice (1/6,161) (Fig. 2D) , which closely correlates with the defect in establishment of latency and suggests that p50 has no additional role in MHV68 reactivation once latency is established in the spleen.
To assess whether there might be a delay in dissemination and/or expansion of splenic latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, we examined a later time point. In striking contrast to the results obtained at 16 to 18 dpi, at 28 to 29 dpi we observed a complete reversal of the phenotype. In p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, the levels of latency were increased 26-fold (1/225) over that observed in the control C57BL/6 (1/1,847) (Fig. 2E) . The observed delay in seeding splenic latency in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice was further substantiated by the increased levels of ex vivo reactivation of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ (1/18,784) compared to those in their normal C57BL/6 counterparts at 28 to 29 dpi (Ͻ1/100,000) (Fig. 2F) . Thus, it appears that MHV68-infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice exhibit a pronounced delay in the peak expansion of splenic latency in spite of the heightened levels of acute virus replication in the lungs.
MHV68 gains access to germinal center B cells in p50
؊/؊ mice. The dramatic alteration in the kinetics of splenic latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice raised the possibility that MHV68 infection in these mice might be skewed toward different B-cell subsets than observed in p50-sufficient B cells, in which the majority of infected cells at the peak of latency exhibit a germinal center phenotype (27, 50, 55, 87) . To characterize B-cell infection, we infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ and control mice with a recombinant MHV68 (MHV68-eYFP) that expresses YFP at detectable levels in splenocytes at periods of peak splenic latency (Fig. 3) . As expected, the mean percentage of CD19 ϩ /YFP ϩ cells was consistently higher in control mice (0.6% Ϯ 0.6%) than p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (0.11% Ϯ 0.03%) at 18 dpi. By 31 dpi the percentage of CD19 ϩ /YFP ϩ cells (0.02% Ϯ 0.01%) in control mice (p50 sufficient) was dramatically reduced, in agreement with the characteristic decay of latency in the spleen as determined by limiting-dilution PCR analyses for the frequency of cells harboring the viral genome (Fig. 2) . In addition, our characterization of YFP marking in WT C57BL/6 mice has revealed that transgene expression is extinguished at later times postinfection (C. M. Collins and S. H. Speck, unpublished data). However, as determined by limiting-dilution analysis of the frequency of viral genome-positive cells (Fig. 2) , p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice had a greater percentage of YFP ϩ cells (1.4% Ϯ 1.9%) at 31 dpi (Fig. 3) . It is important to note that following low-dose intranasal inoculation (100 PFU), we have observed, upon analyzing latency in individual mice, significant mouse-to-mouse variation in the levels of viral latency (unpublished data), which underscores the need to pool latently infected cells from groups of four or five mice per experiment. Regardless, the kinetics and frequency of YFP ϩ B cells in both control and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice closely correlated with the frequency of infected cells determined by the limiting-dilution PCR assay, indicating efficient marking of the infected cells with the YFP-expressing recombinant MHV68.
To assess the distribution of MHV68 in specific p50-deficient B-cell populations, we analyzed the expression at 18 and 31 dpi of B-cell surface markers indicative of activated (CD69 ϩ ) and germinal center (GL7 ϩ CD95 ϩ ) (Fig. 3) . Re- (Fig. 3) . However, the frequency of activation at the peak of splenic latency for the control mice at 18 dpi (58.7 Ϯ 2.0) closely approximated the frequency for p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 31 dpi (64.0 Ϯ 5.4) (Fig. 3) . As previously noted (27, 50, 55, 87) , in both control and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, virus infection was found predominately in B cells exhibiting surface markers characteristic of germinal center B cells. Overall, while the absence of p50 led to significant alterations in the kinetics of establishing splenic latency, ultimately the virus appeared to reach the same B-cell reservoir independent of p50 expression.
Increased splenic latency at late times postinfection correlates with both a decreased humoral immune response against MHV68 and increased persistent virus replication in the lungs of p50 ؊/؊ mice. In normal immunocompetent mice the peak of MHV68 latency at 16 to 18 dpi is followed by a significant decline in the frequency of splenocytes harboring virus, due to either egress of the latently infected cells from the spleen and/or clearance of these cells. The latter likely reflects a combination of normal turnover of specific B-cell populations, virus-induced cell death, and immune-mediated clearance of MHV68-infected B cells. Thus, we assessed whether the expansion of latency observed at 28 to 29 dpi in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ was transient or persisted in these animals. Notably, at 48 to 49 dpi (Fig. 4A) , the frequency of viral genome-positive splenocytes (1/135) was comparable to the levels observed at 28 to 29 dpi (1/71), in contrast to the expected decline in the frequency of viral genome-positive splenocytes observed in control mice at 48 to 49 dpi (1/5,685). Importantly, by 48 to 49 dpi, there was little or no preformed infectious virus detected in the spleens of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, and the frequency of splenocytes that reactivate virus upon explant was below the limit of accurate quantitation of the limiting-dilution reactivation assay (data not shown). By 3 months postinfection (105 to 106 dpi), the frequency of viral genome-positive splenocytes was ca. 100-fold higher in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice than in the control mice, with p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice maintaining latency at approximately the same level as observed at 28 to 29 and 48 to 49 dpi (Fig. 4B) . We further purified splenic B cells and determined that, as expected, B cells remain the primary latency reservoir for MHV68, even in the absence of p50; the frequency of viral genome-positive B cells (1/118) was nearly identical to the frequency of bulk splenocytes harboring MHV68 (1/142) (Fig. 4B) .
How are the high levels of MHV68 latency maintained in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice? We hypothesized that this might be the consequence of virus reactivation fueling persistent virus replication, likely at a distal site, since there was no evidence of ongoing virus replication in the spleens of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at late times postinfection. The lungs are one site that has previously been shown to support persistent virus replication in some settings (11, 73, 88) . To assess the presence of low-level virus replication in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ and control mice at late times postinfection, lungs of infected mice were disrupted and plated in a limiting-dilution assay on permissive MEF monolayers.
This approach substantially increases the sensitivity for detecting preformed infectious virus compared to a standard plaque assay (79) , enabling the detection of low levels of virus replication at 18 dpi (Fig. 4C ) that were not detected in the lungs at 17 dpi by plaque assay ( Fig. 2A and 4C and data not shown) . Notably, intermittent levels of virus were detected in lung homogenates at early and intermediate time points in control mice, consistent with sporadic reactivation or low-level persistent virus replication in the lungs (11, 73, 88) . However, by 105 to 106 dpi, preformed infectious virus was barely detectable in one of eight control mice examined (Fig. 4C) . Unlike the case in the control mice, increasing levels of virus replication were detected in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice with time, and an end point dilution was not reached in the lung homogenates from p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 105 to 106 dpi (Fig. 4C) . This indicates that the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice are unable to adequately control MHV68 infection in the lungs, leading to persistent low-level virus replication that was not observed in the control mice 3 months after infection.
The high levels of splenic latency, coupled with the detection of increased persistent virus replication in the lungs at late times after infection of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, suggest that these animals mount a suboptimal immune response to chronic MHV68 infection. It is known that B cells in NF-B Ϫ/Ϫ mice fail to proliferate in response to some mitogens, have reduced levels of serum immunoglobulin and isotype class-switched B cells, and fail to generate high-affinity antibodies in response to T-dependent antigens (38, 60, 70) . Thus, we assessed antibody responses in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. As previously observed for responses to T-dependent antigens, there was a log reduction in total IgG in naïve and infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to control mice (Fig. 4D) . Strikingly, there was a substantially more severe defect in the IgG response generated against MHV68 antigens in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to control mice (Fig. 4E) . Notably, failure to generate a robust humoral immune response against MHV68 has been associated with higher viral loads in latency reservoirs, as well as recrudescence and persistent virus replication in the lungs of immunodeficient mice (32, 48, 88) .
The number and size of germinal centers in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice are smaller than those in control mice upon immunization with nitrophenol-conjugated keyhole limpet hemocyanin (60) . This led us to further examine the response of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells to MHV68 infection. Initially, we characterized B-and T-cell populations in control and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and did not detect any gross alterations over the course of MHV68 infection in the frequencies of B cells, CD4 ϩ T, cells or CD8 ϩ T cells, with the exception that the relative percentage of CD4 ϩ T cells was elevated in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ compared to control mice at 105 dpi (Table  1) . We then extended these analyses to further examine B-cell responses. Germinal center participation in infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and control mice was assessed by flow cytometry, with staining for the surface markers GL7 and CD95. Germinal center expansion of CD19 ϩ B cells was observed at 28 dpi in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Table 2) . However, at all time points examined, the infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice had significantly fewer germinal center B cells than MHV68-infected control mice.
Given the defect in B-cell participation in germinal center reactions, coupled with a severe defect in the humoral response against MHV68 in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, global T-cell responses were investigated. While the percentages of CD4 ϩ and CD8
T cells did not differ significantly between p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and control mice at between 18 and 45 dpi (data not shown), dramatic differences were observed in the percentages of effector T cells as characterized by the downregulation of CD62L and the upregulation of CD44 ( Table 2 ). The population of effector CD4 ϩ T cells in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice did not increase until 28 dpi and remained lower than the population of effector CD4 ϩ T cells in control mice, which doubled to 32.2% by 18 dpi (Table 2) . p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice responded to MHV68 infection with a peak of 20% effector CD8 ϩ T cells at 28 dpi, which fell to nearly naïve levels by 105 dpi (Table 2 ). This is in sharp contrast to the effector CD8 ϩ T-cell response in control mice, where approximately 30% of CD8 ϩ T cells were CD62L lo / CD44 hi from 18 dpi through the duration of the infection (largely owing to the robust and sustained expansion of V␤4 ϩ
CD8
ϩ T cells, as discussed below). A hallmark of MHV68 infection is the expansion of V␤4 ϩ
ϩ T cells in response to the MHV68 superantigen-like secreted M1 protein (23) . Here we observed that upon WT MHV68 infection of control C57BL/6 mice, ca. 20% of CD8 ϩ T cells were V␤4 ϩ by 28 dpi, increasing to 30% of CD8 ϩ T cells by 105 dpi (Table 2) . A slight expansion of the V␤4 ϩ
ϩ T cells was evident at 28 dpi in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (11%), but, as observed with the effector CD8 ϩ T-cell population, this Ϫ/Ϫ mice. The bar represents the geometric mean titer. The mean total IgG was significantly different for comparisons of naïve or infected sera within or between CTRL and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (P Ͻ 0.006). (E) Determination of MHV68-specific IgG production in sera of individual infected mice. The bar represents the geometric mean titer. Naïve sera from both strains of mice had undetectable levels of MHV68-specific IgG (data not shown). The mean anti-MHV68 IgG titer was significantly different (P Ͻ 0.0001).
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T-cell subset failed to further expand as infection progressed in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Table 2 ). Our previous studies have provided evidence that V␤4 ϩ CD8 ϩ T cells are an important source of gamma interferon (IFN-␥) during MHV68 infection, which serves to suppress virus reactivation from some latently infected reservoirs (7, 23) . Thus, the absence of a robust V␤4 ϩ
CD8
ϩ T-cell response may also contribute to the observed persistent virus replication in the lungs of MHV68-infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Taken together, these data indicate that p50 plays an important role in T-cell responses to MHV68 infection, and thus, in addition to a significant defect in the humoral immune response to MHV68, compromised T-cell responses likely also contribute to the phenotype of MHV68 in NF-B p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice.
Evaluation of immune control in MHV68-infected mixed BM chimeric mice. The infection of p50
Ϫ/Ϫ mice revealed substantial defects in host immune control, which undoubtedly significantly affect control of chronic MHV68 infection. Such alterations in virus-host interactions prevent a clear determination of a role for p50 in the infected cell versus a requirement for p50 in the hematopoietic or nonhematopoietic, stromal cell compartments of the host in response to the virus. Therefore, mixed p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeric mice were generated to restore normal host responses and enable investigation of the intrinsic requirements for p50 in MHV68 B cells in the context of a p50-competent host background. Normal C57BL/6 mice congenic for Ly5.1 were lethally irradiated to deplete their BM and then reconstituted with an 8:2 ratio (based on cell number) of BM isolated from normal C57BL/6 Ly5.1 ϩ mice and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ C57BL/6 mice congenic for Ly5.2. This input ratio was used to ensure that the reconstituted mice had a normal, p50-sufficient immune system. Eight weeks after reconstitution, the ratio of Ly5.1 ϩ (p50 ϩ/ϩ ) to Ly5.2 (p50 Ϫ/Ϫ ) splenocytes was 7:3, demonstrating no intrinsic defect in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B-cell maturation in the presence of p50 ϩ/ϩ B cells. The p50
ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeras were examined for their ability to control MHV68 infection compared to their parental counterparts. At 12 dpi, MHV68 replication in the lungs of the BM chimeras was restored to levels seen in the control p50 ϩ/ϩ mice, unlike the higher levels observed in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Fig.  5A ). In addition, both total IgG and anti-MHV68 IgG levels were restored to the levels observed in control mice at 3 months postinfection (Fig. 5B and C) . These analyses provide strong evidence that the BM chimeric approach ameliorates the defects in the host response observed in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ knockout mice.
Identification of a role for p50 in latently MHV68-infected B cells. To determine whether there is a direct role for p50 in chronic MHV68 infection, aside from its role in the host immune response to MHV68, splenocytes from MHV68-infected p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mixed BM chimeric mice were separated by flow cytometry into p50 ϩ/ϩ B cells and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells based on the expression of Ly5.1 or Ly5.2, respectively. As shown in Fig.  6A , post-FACS analyses demonstrate that each population was Ͼ99% pure. Analysis of MHV68 latency at 18 dpi revealed a nearly sixfold decrease in the frequency of viral genome-posi- (Fig. 6B) . MHV68 reactivation from p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells was also reduced at 18 dpi (Fig. 6C ), but at levels consistent with the defect in the establishment of latency at this time point, thus discounting a role for p50 in virus reactivation from latently infected B cells.
In contrast to the enhanced latency observed in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 28 to 29 dpi, the frequency of viral genome-positive Ly5.2 (p50 Ϫ/Ϫ ) B cells was 11-fold lower than the frequency of viral genome-positive Ly5.1 (p50 ϩ/ϩ ) B cells in the context of the mixed BM chimeric mouse at 26 to 29 dpi (Fig. 6D ). As expected, by 26 to 29 dpi there was little or no detectable virus reactivation from either the Ly5.1 ϩ or Ly5.2 ϩ B-cell population (Fig. 6E) . A similar defect in MHV68 latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells was also observed at 46 to 48 dpi (Fig. 6F) and at 89 to 92 dpi (Fig. 6G) . Therefore, in the context of a p50-sufficient host, p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells exhibit a significant latency defect at all time points examined. However, latently infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells reactivated from latency as efficiently as p50-sufficient B cells, demonstrating that p50 is dispensable for MHV68 reactivation. Taken together, the analyses of mixed BM chimeric mice clearly demonstrated a B-cell intrinsic role for NF-B p50 in the establishment of MHV68 latency.
Given the failure to support the efficient establishment of latency in the absence of p50, p50 ϩ/ϩ (Ly5.1 ϩ ) B cells and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ (Ly5.2 ϩ ) B cells isolated from mixed BM chimeric mice were analyzed for phenotypic alterations in response to MHV68 in two independently generated sets of BM chimeric mice at 18 and 19 dpi (Fig. 7) . B-cell participation in a germinal center reaction is a critical step in B-cell differentiation into a memory B cell and is a property of latently MHV68-infected cells in normal mice (27, 56, 87) . The p50 ϩ/ϩ and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B-cell subsets present in the mixed BM chimeric mice were analyzed for dual surface expression of GL7 and CD95/Fas, a property of germinal center B cells (Fig. 7A) . B cells that lacked p50 were twofold less likely than their p50 ϩ/ϩ counterparts (2.40% Ϯ 1.07% versus 4.91% Ϯ 3.02%; P ϭ 0.0052) to participate in germinal center reactions (Fig. 7B) . Polyclonal activation of B cells, as demonstrated by the upregulation of the activation marker CD69, is a common response to MHV68 infection and has been previously reported to correspond to splenomegaly and viral load (19, 46) . Although there was an overall higher level of CD69 on naïve splenocytes from p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (24.5% Ϯ 1.27%) versus p50 ϩ/ϩ mice (9.68% Ϯ 1.29%), a smaller proportion of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells became activated upon infection (1.3-fold increase to 32.8% Ϯ 4.45%) compared to the p50 ϩ/ϩ B cells (2.2-fold increase to 21.7% Ϯ 5.77%) (data not shown). Thus, the phenotypic analyses indicate that p50 plays an intrinsic role in normal B-cell responses to MHV68 infection, independent of the presence of p50-sufficient cells. Overall, the data obtained from the mixed BM chimeric mice indicate that the failure of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells to efficiently compete with the p50 ϩ/ϩ B cells as a reservoir for MHV68 latency is linked to the loss of p50-dependent B-cell functions.
Role for p50-mediated control of virus replication in the lungs. The MHV68-infected mixed BM p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ chimeric mice were nearly indistinguishable from control C57BL/6 mice in levels of acute virus replication, frequency of latently MHV68-infected B cells, and antibody production. One additional phenotype uncovered in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice was the substantially elevated levels of preformed infectious virus in the lungs of infected mice at late times postinfection. Loss of control of persistent virus replication in the lungs has been previously reported upon MHV68 infection of immune-deficient mice (11, 32, 48, 88) and is consistent with the immune dysfunction uncovered in the infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. However, NF-B has also been implicated in controlling virus reactivation from latently in- Ϫ/Ϫ mice (BL6), and mixed BM p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice were infected with 100 PFU. At 12 dpi, lungs were harvested and disrupted, and titers were determined on NIH 3T12 fibroblasts. Data from individual mice are shown as log 10 titer, and the bar indicates the geometric mean titer. The dashed line indicates the limit of detection of this assay as log 10 1.7 or 50 PFU/ml of sample homogenate. Significant differences were identified between CTRL (B6 and Ly5.1) and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ (P Ͻ 0.05) mice. (B) Determination of total IgG production in sera of individual naïve versus infected mice. The bar represents the geometric mean titer. Infected CTRL mice and BM chimeras differed significantly from naïve CTRL mice (P Ͻ 0.008). (C) Determination of MHV68-specific IgG production in sera of individual infected mice. The bar represents the geometric mean titer. Naïve sera had undetectable levels of MHV68-specific IgG (data not shown). Infected CTRL mice and BM chimeras differed significantly from p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (P Ͻ 0.0008 and P ϭ 0.0306, respectively). fected B cells (8) . Thus, to assess whether persistent virus replication is controlled in the mixed BM chimeric mice, virus replication in the lungs at late times postinfection was examined. Unexpectedly, appreciable levels of persistent virus replication were detected in the lungs of MHV68-infected mixed BM chimeras, albeit at reduced levels compared to p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Fig. 8) . This is in striking contrast to the nearly complete absence of ongoing replication in the lungs of C57BL6 mice at 3 and 7 months after infection with a 10-fold-higher dose of WT virus (Fig. 8 and data not  shown) . This indicates that in the mixed p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeras, the persistence of MHV68 replication in the lungs can be, at least in part, attributed to an intrinsic defect in MHV68-infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ hematopoietic cells (likely p50 
DISCUSSION
The analyses reported here have uncovered several novel findings regarding the role of NF-B signaling during MHV68 infection. First, the NF-B activation profile differs in productive and latent MHV68 infections, with the activation of the NF-B subunit p50 common to both. Second, a striking increase in WT MHV68 replication was observed in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice but not in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs in culture, suggesting a role for p50 in host control during acute infection. Third, the kinetics of latency establishment in the splenocytes of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice were grossly distorted such that the expansion of latency in the spleens of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice occurred 10 days later than in control mice and was maintained at high levels as late as 3 months postinfection, leading to the identification of persistent MHV68 replication in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ at late times postinfection and identification of defects in the host adaptive immune response. Fourth, the generation and infection of p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mixed BM chimeras before and after sorting. Eight weeks after reconstitution of wild-type Ly5.1 ϩ mice with a 7:3 ratio of Ly5.1 ϩ WT to Ly5.2ϩ p50 Ϫ/Ϫ hematopoietic cells, BM chimeric mice were infected with 100 PFU of MHV68. At the indicated times below, splenocytes were harvested and then stained with anti-CD19-PE, anti-Ly5.1-FITC, and anti-Ly5.2-APC and sorted into p50 ϩ/ϩ , Ly5.1 ϩ , and p50 Ϫ/Ϫ Ly5.2 ϩ B-cell populations. Postsort FACS analysis indicated that the mean purities were 99.8% Ϯ 0.2% for p50 ϩ/ϩ Ly5.1 ϩ CD19 ϩ cells and 99.3% Ϯ 0.6% for p50 Ϫ/Ϫ Ly5. 
/p50
Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeras, indicating a role for NF-B p50 in maintaining MHV68 latency. Taken together, these data identify NF-B p50 as an important regulatory factor that plays a role in the host immune response to MHV68 infection, as well as having a direct impact on MHV68 latency in B cells.
The NF-B activation profile varies in lytic and latent infections. As in lymphoma cell lines latently infected with KSHV or EBV (8, 39) , we observed that NF-B was constitutively activated in the MHV68 ϩ S11 B lymphoma cell line (Fig.  1A) . As is typical of mature B cells, c-Rel and p50 were detected in the nuclei of S11 cells. In KSHV and EBV, latencyassociated gene products drive NF-B activation and cell survival. NF-B protects against apoptosis in MHV68 ϩ S11 lymphoma cells (data not shown), but the viral gene products that potentially mediate this activation have not been identified. Ideally, NF-B activation should be examined upon de novo MHV68 infection of primary murine B cells. However, the requirement for exogenous stimulation by cytokines or mitogens to maintain murine B-cell survival ex vivo leads to NF-B activation and prevents analyses of virus-mediated NF-B activation.
An EMSA analysis revealed activation of NF-B late in the MHV68 replication cycle following high-MOI productive infection in both primary (Fig. 1B) and transformed (data not shown) fibroblast cells. The observed activation was reduced by inhibiting viral DNA synthesis, suggesting that NF-B is activated following early viral gene expression. The NF-B subunits p65 and p50 were identified by antibody supershift analyses, similar to responses to TNF-␣ and indicative of classical NF-B pathway activation (Fig. 1C) . There was no significant increase in NF-B activation during the earliest stages of productive MHV68 infection, consistent with our previous studies with the MHV68-IB␣M virus, which failed to identify a role for NF-B activation during virus replication in permissive fibroblasts (46) . Experiments with UV-inactivated virus or infection at a high MOI (MOI ϭ 50) did not result in the detection of NF-B activation, arguing against an early phase of activation during MHV68 infection of fibroblast cells (data not shown).
The absence of NF-B activation early during the productive infection of fibroblasts by MHV68 is consistent with data indicating that NF-B inhibits MHV68 replication. Overexpression of the NF-B subunit p65 inhibits the viral lytic transactivator RTA and blocks MHV68 replication in cell culture (8) . In addition, inhibition of NF-B leads to reactivation of KSHV and EBV from B cells in culture (8, 9) . Infection of endothelial cells in culture with KSHV, which appears to biased toward establishment of a latent infection, results in a rapid and sustained period of NF-B activation that is associated with an upregulation of NF-B-dependent proinflammatory and prosurvival genes (36, 51, 63) . Furthermore, inhibition of NF-B activation in KSHV-infected endothelial cells can lead to an increase in lytic gene expression (36) .
The Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs demonstrated that p50 is dispensable for virus replication following infection at a low MOI (Fig. 2B) . Taken together, these data indicate that MHV68 does not require NF-B activation for productive infection of primary or immortalized fibroblasts. However, we cannot rule out a role for NF-B activation in some permissive MHV68-infected cell population in vivo during the acute phase of MHV68 replication. NF-B-dependent cues during the acute phase of infection might protect the cell from apoptosis or affect the recruitment and activation of B cells that are necessary for seeding splenic latency (78, 85) . As discussed below, a delay in inflammation might explain higher lytic replication in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Fig. 2A) . Both the KSHV vGPCR and vFLIP appear to play dual roles in promoting cell survival and induction of paracrine factors with inflammatory properties (37, 51) . Therefore, NF-B activation might play role in the inflammatory and effector responses of other cell types infected in vivo (e.g., epithelial and endothelial cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages) (28, 73, 74) .
MHV68 pathogenesis in the absence of NF-B p50. MHV68 replicated to higher levels in the lungs of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, yet there was no indication of a delay in clearance. Alterations in the kinetics or levels of virus were not recapitulated upon a low-multiplicity infection of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ MEFs in culture, suggesting a requirement for p50 by the host. Heighted levels of acute-phase replication have been reported for IFN-␣/␤R Ϫ/Ϫ , IFN-␥R Ϫ/Ϫ , and STAT1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (4, 22, 83) . However, the delayed kinetics of establishing splenic latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice observed here differs from the rampant dissemination of MHV68 in the absence of type I IFN signaling (4, 22) . Intranasal inoculation of MHV68 results in the infiltration of immune cells and production of cytokines and chemokines in the lungs of mice, many of which are typically regulated by NF-B (66, 68) . The critical role for NF-B-dependent innate immune responses is also apparent upon the infection of NF-B p50
Ϫ/Ϫ mice with bacterial pathogens. Streptococcus pneumoniae infection leads to rapid death and sepsis in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (70) . The failure to clear the enteric pathogen Citrobacter rodentium from the guts of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice correlated with a decrease in inflammatory cell infiltration into colonic tissue, not a lack of anti-C. rodentium antibodies (20) . Extracellular Listeria monocytogenes was cleared normally in the peritoneums of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, but the defect in clearance of intracellular Listeria monocytogenes was attributed to a defect in cytokineinduced activation of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ macrophages (70) . The activation or inhibition of NF-B activity can lead to an increase or decrease, respectively, in models of acute lung inflammation and associated injury (13, 24, 57) . For instance, mice receiving adenovirus-delivered NF-B p65/RelA had greater clearance of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, while mice administered Ad-IBDN, a dominant inhibitor of NF-B, exhibited decreased clearance (34) . Inhibition of NF-B was associated with a decrease in TNF-␣, the proinflammatory chemokine MIP-2, and neutrophil infiltration (64) . Further examination of the inflammatory response in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice might identify inflammatory events that mediate immune control of acute MHV68 replication in the lungs.
The altered kinetics of establishment of MHV68 latency in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice led us to investigate whether the absence of p50 alters the latency reservoir(s) for MHV68. Since B cells are the predominant latency reservoir for MHV68 in the spleen, we assessed the distributions of MHV68 in specific p50-deficient B-cell populations at 18 and 31 dpi, examining expression of surface markers indicative of activated (CD69 ϩ ) and germinal center (GL7 ϩ CD95 ϩ ) B cells (Fig. 3) . Strikingly, the analysis of surface marker expression revealed that even though there was a lower frequency of MHV68-infected B cells at 18 dpi in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, the infected B cells become activated, participated in germinal center reactions, and were detected in IgG ϩ /IgD Ϫ class-switched B cells (Fig. 3 and data not shown). The ability of MHV68 to gain access to the same subset of B cells in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice as found in the control mice suggests that p50 is not absolutely required for MHV68 latency once the virus gains access to the spleen. For instance, the absence of a severe alteration in the phenotype of MHV68-infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells might be due to compensation by other NF-B subunits. Alternatively, the accumulation and higher levels of MHV68-infected cells at 31 dpi in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice may be a result of a delay in trafficking to the spleen and/or a delay in germinal center expansion in the absence of NF-B p50. We were unable to determine the differential distribution of MHV68-eYFP-infected B cells in the newly formed (CD21 lo CD23 lo ), marginal zone (CD21 hi CD23 lo ), or follicular (CD21 ϩ CD23 ϩ ) compartments in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ and control mice, since MHV68 infection alters CD21 and CD23 expression, as reported for KSHV (12, 26) (C. Collins and S. H. Speck, unpublished observations.
In the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice there was a high frequency of splenic latency that is likely due to reseeding B-cell infection via ongoing persistent virus replication in these animals. Notably, the level of virus replication in the lungs was below the limit of detection using a traditional plaque assay, instead requiring a limiting-dilution overlay of MEFs and monitoring for the appearance of CPE. There was intermittent virus replication observed in control mice during early stages of chronic infection. This indicated that there is a low level of sporadic reactivation in the lungs that is held in check by the host immune response in normal mice. However, this reactivation/persistent replication was not controlled in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice, leading to persistence in the lungs. The increased persistence of MHV68 in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice suggests that there is a dysfunction of the immune system that is influencing B-cell biology and the virus life cycle.
Immune defects of the NF-B1 p50 ؊/؊ mice prevent control of MHV68. The phenotypes observed in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice infected with MHV68 (heightened levels of acute replication in the lungs and delayed seeding of splenic latency, followed by increased viral load in the spleen and ongoing persistent virus replication in the lungs at late times postinfection) bear a striking similarity to the phenotypes observed in mice lacking CD4 ϩ T cells (11) . CD4 ϩ T cells are critical for the generation of splenomegaly, nonspecific B-cell activation and increased nonspecific antibody production, the establishment of B-cell latency, the expansion of V␤4 CD8 ϩ T cells, and the generation of an effective CD8 ϩ T-cell response (21) . The absence of the costimulatory molecules CD40, CD40L, and CD80/CD86 (but, unexpectedly, not CD28), which are critical for the interactions of B cells and CD4 ϩ T cells before and during germinal center reactions, also results in virus recrudescence (21, 31, 48, 66) . Evaluation of several markers of immune function in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice uncovered immune defects in both B-and Tlymphocyte compartments.
NF-B p50 knockout mice generate normal B-cell numbers and follicles but have defects in generating high-affinity Tdependent antibodies (30, 70) . NF-B p50 is critical for the germ line C H ␥3 transcription in response to stimulation and likely mediates chromatin remodeling at the S␥3 and S␥1 region through direct binding (72, 82) . Administration of the T-dependent nitrophenol-conjugated keyhole limpet hemocyanin immunogen to p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice leads to smaller and decreased numbers of germinal centers (59, 60) . Thus, the failure to generate an anti-MHV68 antibody response in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice is not altogether unexpected given the role of p50 in isotype class switching. The combined lack of antiviral antibody and failure to control latency in the lungs of the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice seemingly underscores the importance of antibodies in the control of chronic MHV68 infection (32, 76) . However, the loss of humoral immunity is compounded by defects in T-cell function in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. The absence of p50 in mice infected with Leishmania major leads to a failure to generate an antigen-specific CD4 ϩ T-cell response and decreased production of IFN-␥, which was attributed to a lack of CD4 ϩ T-cell proliferation (2) . The maintenance of a high level of activated, effector CD8 ϩ T cells is a hallmark of MHV68 infection that is dependent on CD4 ϩ T cells (11) . In our investigation of CD4 ϩ T-cell responses, there was a defect in the generation of effector CD4 ϩ T cells in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice at 18 and 28 dpi (Table 2 ). In turn, there was a profound deficiency in effector CD8 ϩ T cells ( Table 2 ). The added failure to expand the M1-dependent V␤4 ϩ CD8 ϩ T-cell population in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice would also be expected to re- duce the production of antiviral cytokines such as IFN-␥ and TNF-␣, which likely hold reactivation in check (7, 23, 71) . Taken together, our results indicate that while there were no gross defects in the numbers of B, CD4
ϩ , or CD8 ϩ T cells (Table 1) , the impairment of the effector functions of these cells in the absence of NF-B1 p50 led to a failure of humoral and cell-mediated immunity. This lack of adaptive immune function and the concomitant loss of virus control parallel the increase in gammaherpesvirus pathologies associated with immune dysfunction in AIDS and transplant patients. Further characterization of differences in the inflammatory response in the lungs, coupled with analyses of abnormal immune cell functions in lymphoid tissues, in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ versus control mice may provide insights into MHV68 dissemination and establishment of latency.
B-cell intrinsic role for NF-B p50 to support MHV68 latency. NF-B-mediated immune dysfunction in the global p50 knockout mice led to many disruptions in the typical life cycle of MHV68 in the host. Characterizing the role for p50 in MHV68-infected B cells could be realized only in the context of a p50-sufficient host. Therefore, mixed p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeras were generated in a WT host such that p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells were the minority population, thereby minimizing the impact on the overall immune response of the animal. As expected, the infection and generation of p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ BM chimeras resulted in a restoration of virus control during acute replication and the production of antiviral antibodies. During both early and late phases of chronic infection, an examination of the frequency of viral genome-positive cells revealed a ca. 10-fold-lower frequency of latency in the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ cells at all time points. This demonstrated a defect in the ability of the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B compartment to compete with p50 ϩ/ϩ B cells as a latency reservoir for MHV68. The finding of a role for p50 in the establishment of MHV68 latency substantiates and extends our previous identification of the NF-B signaling pathway as a critical element of latency establishment using the IB␣M-transgenic virus approach (46) . MHV68 latency is intimately tied to B-cell differentiation. MHV68 is found predominantly in the spleen in proliferating B cells undergoing a germinal center reaction, ultimately establishing a latent program in isotype class-switched memory B cells (27, 50, 55, 87) . In the mixed BM chimeric mice, p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells exhibited intrinsic defects in activation and germinal center participation. B cells lacking p50 have a higher turnover rate in vivo and have decreased survival in culture (38, 60) . Thus, NF-B signaling might be critical for responding to activation cues, such as CD40 or engagement by surface Ig/B-cell receptor, that mediate proliferative expansion and survival during a germinal center reaction, consistent with the requirement for CD40 to maintain MHV68 latency (45) .
The cues and signals that lead to p50 activation, and the transcriptional and functional consequences of that activation in the infected B cell, have not been defined. Interestingly, p50
Ϫ/Ϫ B cells in mixed BM chimeras have similar defects in B-cell responses that correspond to a defect in MHV68 latency, as was also observed in MyD88 Ϫ/Ϫ and CD40 Ϫ/Ϫ cell populations in mixed BM chimeric mice (33, 45) . This identifies two upstream pathways leading to NF-B activation that have critical roles in MHV68 latency. Interestingly, the inefficient establishment of latency in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells of the BM chimeras at the onset of splenic latency differs from the latency phenotype of CD40 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells in CD40 ϩ/ϩ /CD40 Ϫ/Ϫ mixed BM chimeric mice. CD40 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells were found to support latency at an early time point but diminished in frequency over time (45) . This suggests that NF-B p50 plays a critical role that precedes CD40-driven NF-B activation and germinal center functions. Furthermore, while we uncovered a substantial defect in latency in B cells lacking p50, there remains a population of MHV68-infected p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells at late times postinfection. The failure to completely abrogate latency in the absence of single virus or host factors suggests that there are numerous pathways and/or multiple reservoirs in the host. A p50 Ϫ/Ϫ cell that is able to support latency might be complemented by other NF-B subunits activated via the canonical and/or alternative pathways. Alternatively, the p50 Ϫ/Ϫ cell population might result from the direct infection of a fully differentiated, quiescent cell, or it might merely represent a snapshot of ongoing de novo infections stemming from reactivation or persistence in a distal latency reservoir. Future studies will more closely examine phenotypic differences of infected p50
Ϫ/Ϫ cells versus their infected p50 ϩ/ϩ counterparts with the aim of discerning differences in the viral latency program and the status of the infected cell.
An additional novel finding in the p50 ϩ/ϩ /p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mixed BM chimeras was the presence of persistent MHV68 replication in the lungs at late times postinfection, albeit at levels slightly lower than those observed in p50 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Infectious virus was found intermittently in immunocompetent control mice but was consistently undetectable in the lungs of these mice at Ն3 months of infection. Notably, we did not observe an increase in ex vivo reactivation of p50 Ϫ/Ϫ B cells isolated from the spleen; however, we also did not detect any persistent virus replication in the spleens of these animals, indicating that the anatomical site plays a major role in this phenomenon (e.g., the microenvironment of the lungs is likely quite distinct from that of the spleen). As such, lung tissue might lack factors such as CD40/ CD40L interactions that mediate repression from reactivation, thus creating an environment more conducive to gammaherpesvirus reactivation (67) . In addition, the transcriptional consequence of p50 activation in a latently infected B cell likely varies with the stimuli encountered. Interestingly, vFLIP inhibits viral gene expression and RTA transactivation during reactivation from 293 cells indirectly through NF-B-mediated repression of AP1 (89, 90) . Also, the KSHV vGPCR inhibits lytic viral gene expression from lymphoma cells, providing additional support for a role for NF-B in promoting the maintenance of latency (10) . The p50 Ϫ/Ϫ hematopoietically derived cell reservoir that is the source for reactivation and/or persistent virus replication is most likely B lymphocytes, but other latent reservoirs such as macrophages and dendritic cells may be involved (28) . For instance, infected MyD88 Ϫ/Ϫ mice exhibit hyperreactivation from the peritoneal exudate cells, which consist primarily of macrophages (33) .
Understanding how gammaherpesviruses utilize and manipulate host responses continues to provide fundamental insights into pathways that are involved in disease progression and has the potential to identify novel targets for antiviral therapies. NF-B signaling is critical to the survival and transformation of cells infected by the human gammaherpesviruses EBV and KSHV. Here, we have identified NF-B p50 as a critical component of the NF-B signaling pathway that controls the establishment and maintenance of MHV68 latency in a tissue-dependent manner. The analyses provide an impetus for further studies to identify virus and host genes regulated by NF-B p50 in different tissues during chronic MHV68 infection.
